This paper studies two methods for improving the competitive eciency of on-line paging algorithms: in the rst, the on-line algorithm can use more pages; in the second, it is allowed to have a lookahead, or in other words, some partial knowledge of the future. The paper considers a new measure for the lookahead size as well as Young's resource-bounded lookahead and proves that both measures have the attractive property that the competitive e ciency of an on-line algorithm with k extra pages and lookahead l depends on k +l. Hence, under these measures, an on-line algorithm has the same bene t from using an extra page or knowing an extra bit of the future.
Introduction
The paging problem models a virtual memory computer system with K pages of fast memory and N ? K pages of slow memory. The system has to serve a sequence of page requests. To serve a request, the requested page must be in fast memory. If the page is not in fast memory, a page fault occurs, and the page has to be brought into fast memory by evicting one of the pages already in the fast memory and replacing it by the requested page. The paging problem is that of deciding which page to evict from the fast memory. The performance of a paging algorithm is measured as the number of page faults it makes. We denote the number of page faults made by a paging algorithm A on the sequence of pages by C A ( ). Belady 2] gave an optimal algorithm for the paging problem. His algorithm evicts the page in fast memory that will not be requested for the longest time. This algorithm is o -line in the sense that it requires knowledge of the future requests. In contrast, a paging algorithm is said to be on-line if its decision of which page to evict does not depend on future requests. In competitive analysis of on-line paging algorithms, the performance of an on-line algorithm A is compared to that of an optimal o -line algorithm OPT. Algorithm A is said to be h-competitive if C A ( ) h C OPT ( ) + a, for all request sequences and some xed constant a. Sleator and Tarjan 9] showed that for any on-line paging algorithm A with K + k pages (of fast memory), there exist request sequences with C OPT ( ) arbitrarily large, such that, C A ( ) K + k k + 1 C OPT ( ): They also showed that there exist on-line paging algorithms A, such that for any request sequence , C A ( ) K + k k + 1 C OPT ( ) + K:
In other words K+k k+1 is the best competitive ratio achievable by an on-line paging algorithm with K + k pages when compared to an optimal o -line paging algorithm with K pages.
If the on-line paging algorithms are allowed to make random choices, the number of page faults C A ( ) is de ned to be the expected number of page faults. When a randomized on-line paging algorithm with K pages is confronted with the oblivious adversary, an adversary that knows the behavior of the algorithm, but can not see its random internal state, it has been shown by Fiat et al. 4] that the best attainable competitive ratio is at least H(K), where H(K) = O -line and on-line algorithms are two extremes. An obvious generalization that comes to mind is that of algorithms that are allowed to see some part of the future request sequence before making their decision of which page to evict. Such algorithms are called on-line algorithms with lookahead. Unfortunately, by allowing an algorithm to see the next l requests, for any nite constant l, an online algorithm does not gain any advantage in the worst case, since any request sequence = 1 ; : : :; p can be replaced by the request sequence l 1 ; : : :; l p in which each request is repeated l times, thus, hiding the future requests from the algorithm. Empirically, however, on-line algorithms bene t from using such a lookahead and several authors have suggested other models for the evaluation of on-line algorithms in which this lookahead makes a di erence 3, 7, 6, 10].
Young 11] suggested an alternative measure for the lookahead size which he calls resource-bounded lookahead. He showed that there exists an on-line paging algorithm with resource-bounded lookahead l that has competitive ratio 1 Albers 1] de ned another measure for the lookahead size that she calls strong lookahead. Albers showed that under this measure, there exists an online paging algorithm with K pages and strong lookahead l, 0 l K ? 2, that has competitive ratio K ? l and that this competitive ratio is the best possible. Albers also considered randomized paging algorithms with K pages and strong lookahead l, 0 l K ? 2, and proved that there exists an algorithm that is 2 H(K ? l)-competitive and that no algorithm is better than H(K ? l)-competitive.
In this paper we de ne a new measure for the lookahead size, which we call natural lookahead. We show that under this measure there exists a deterministic on-line paging algorithm with K + k pages and natural lookahead l that has competitive ratio K+k+l k+l+1 and that this is the best attainable competitive ratio. The same tight competitive bounds are shown also for Young's resource-bounded lookahead. Notice that these bounds have the attractive property that the competitive ratio is a function of k + l. Thus, under these measures for the lookahead size, an on-line algorithm obtains the same bene t from using an extra page or knowing an extra bit of future requests.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic terminology and concepts. Section 3 shows that natural lookahead can be simulated by extra pages and Section 4 gives the competitive bounds with natural and resourcebounded lookaheads. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Paging algorithms
Throughout the paper we compare the performance of an optimal o -line paging algorithm OPT to that of an on-line algorithm A. The o -line algorithm OPT has K fast memory pages. We adopt the notation A k; l] for an on-line algorithm A with lookahead l and k extra fast memory pages (K+k fast memory pages in total). An on-line algorithm without lookahead is denoted by A k]. The overall number of fast and slow memory pages is denoted by N.
There are few paging algorithms that we use in this paper. Belady's optimal o -line algorithm, denoted as algorithm OPT hereafter 2 , or OPT h when it has h fast memory pages, evicts the page in fast memory that will not be requested for the longest time. The on-line algorithm LRU k], which stands for least recently used, evicts the page in fast memory that was not requested for the longest time 3 . We only consider here demand paging algorithms that exchange pages between the fast and the slow memories only when necessary.
We shall use Young's 11] general lookahead model. In this model, a paging algorithm has a lookahead queue whose content can be examined freely (time and space are not an issue here). An on-line paging algorithm may either service the current page request at the head of the queue (if there is one) or expose an additional request and place it at the end of the queue (if there is one). The three di erent lookahead de nitions mentioned in the introduction di er in their measure of the lookahead size.
Young's 11] de ned an on-line paging strategy to have resource-bounded lookahead l if it will never incur more than l + 1 page faults on the requests in the lookahead queue. (Grove 5 ] considers a similar lookahead de nition.) Notice that with this de nition, the lookahead queue depends on the algorithm's past behavior (which pages it currently has in fast memory) and its future behavior (when the algorithm is to decide if it can extend its lookahead, it must consider the precise number of page faults it will make on the requests it already sees in the lookahead queue.) Albers 1] de ned an on-line paging strategy to have strong lookahead l if it never has more than l +1 distinct page requests in the lookahead queue. Notice that with this de nition, the lookahead queue at each step may be de ned independently of the algorithm, to contain always l + 1 distinct page requests (fewer if the request sequence has ended).
We de ne an on-line paging strategy to have natural lookahead l if at no time it has in the lookahead queue more than l+1 distinct page requests that are not currently in fast memory. Notice that with this de nition, the lookahead queue depends on the algorithm's past behavior (which pages it currently has in fast memory), but not on its future behavior. We argue in Section 3 that this seems to be the most natural de nition of the three lookahead measures mentioned above.
It would be perhaps more intuitive to de ne the resource-bounded and natural lookahead measures to exclude the current request. Namely, an on-line algorithm has resource-bounded lookahead l if it will not fault more than l times on the requests it sees in the lookahead queue, excluding the current request; similarly, an on-line algorithm has natural lookahead l if it never has more than l distinct requests in the lookahead queue that are di erent from the current request and from the pages currently in its fast memory. If we measure the lookahead size only when the current request is for a page that is not in fast memory, these more intuitive de nitions coincide with the original de nitions. Notice that if the current request is for a page that is already in fast memory, the on-line algorithm does not need to evict any page and it may continue to serve the next requests without consulting the lookahead queue.
The natural lookahead closely resembles the strong lookahead. In fact, under both measures, the lookahead queue can be loaded regardless of which paging propriate lookahead versions of other on-line paging algorithms, such as rst-in rst-out and ush-when-full.
strategy is being used, since the lookahead does not depend on the future behavior of the algorithm. This is obvious for the strong lookahead where more pages can be loaded until the lookahead queue contains l + 1 distinct pages. With the natural lookahead, however, one needs to be more careful: pages can be loaded into the lookahead queue until it contains l+1 distinct pages that are not currently in fast memory; when some page is being evicted, since we only consider demand paging algorithms, one page is brought into fast memory and one is evicted, so the number of distinct pages in the lookahead queue which are not in fast memory is still bounded by l + 1. An interesting observation is that the natural lookahead is longer than both the resource-bounded lookahead and the strong lookahead in the sense that it always allows to see at least as many future requests. If l K + k ? 1, then the resource-bounded lookahead may also be longer than the strong lookahead.
The lookahead version of algorithm LRU is de ned as follows: After the lookahead queue is loaded, the algorithm evicts the page that will not be requested for the longest time by consulting the lookahead queue. If there is more than one such page, namely, if there are two or more fast memory pages that are not requested within the requests in the lookahead queue, the algorithm applies the least recently used rule to these pages and evicts the page that was not requested for the longest time. As mentioned above, under the strong and the natural lookahead measures, the lookahead queue can be loaded regardless of which algorithm is being used. Under the resource-bounded lookahead measure, the lookahead queue of algorithm LRU k; l] can be loaded so that LRU k; l] will fault on exactly l+1 pages in the lookahead queue (or fewer if the request sequence has ended): if at some point LRU k; l] decides that it would not fault on a page in its lookahead queue, it must keep that page in its fast memory from before; LRU k; l] never decides to evict such a page because of some page that is requested later in the lookahead queue.
The following lemma holds under all lookahead measures de ned above. Finally, we shall need the following lemma that allows us to compare the performance of algorithm OPT when it starts with di erent con gurations of pages in its fast memory. We shall use the following notation: OPT C h refers to the optimal o -line algorithm OPT that starts with its h = jCj fast memory pages containing the pages in C; C C is the subset of pages in C that are requested somewhere within the sequence ; we write C If n 2 C n?1 and n 6 2 D n?1 , then c n = c n?1 , d n = d n?1 + 1 and (n) (n ? 1) + 1. Notice that if n 6 2 C n?1 , then by the de nition of algorithm OPT, the nearest future request for the page evicted by OPT C h is not earlier than requests for the other h?1 pages in its fast memory. Therefore, since h g, this eviction does not a ect (n). 3 Simulating lookahead Young 11] observed that resource-bounded lookahead can be simulated by extra pages. We give next a slightly more general simulation for the natural lookahead.
Notice that since the resource-bounded and the strong lookaheads are shorter than the natural lookahead, extra pages can also simulate these lookaheads. It is clear from the proof below, however, that the natural lookahead attains the limits of this simulation method. We therefore believe that the natural lookahead is a more natural measure for the lookahead size. Algorithm B can then \evict" the same page that is evicted by algorithm A and \serve" A's \current" request by swapping the roles of the page containing the \current" request (one of the c additional pages) with one of the K+k pages containing the page to be evicted by A.
If the page evicted by A is not requested before B's current request, then algorithm B may serve its own current request by evicting the page that was evicted by algorithm A; load its lookahead queue until it contains l ? c + 1 distinct pages that are not currently in its fast memory (provided that the request sequence has not ended); and then, continue serving the future requests as long that they are for pages that are currently in its fast memory. It is clear that algorithm B makes at most as many page faults as algorithm A does, but somewhat in advance. 2 
Paging with lookahead
In this section we give tight lower and upper bounds on the competitive ratios attainable by algorithms with natural or resource-bounded lookaheads. As a simple consequence of the simulation in Lemma 3.1 and of the theorem above, we obtain the following corollary for natural lookahead. This corollary was rst proved by Young 11] for resource-bounded lookahead. We prove next that algorithm LRU k; l] with natural or resource-bounded lookahead has competitive ratio which is the best possible by the corollary above. faults at most l+1 times on requests int 1 . The crucial property of this partition is that when LRU k; l] starts handling the requests int i , it has in its lookahead queue all the requests int i on which it will fault.
The partition can be easily constructed by grouping the requests from the end of the request sequence towards its start repeating the following: the last part of the request sequence on which LRU k; l] faults l + 1 times ist; the preceding part of the request sequence that contains requests to K+k?1 distinct pages is t; t is extended to include all the preceding requests to pages already in t, ensuring that the preceding request is not in t; t andt are removed from the end of the request sequence. The partitioning procedure above terminates when the construction of tt can not be completed since the beginning of the request sequence has been reached. Then, the remaining part of the request sequence is partitioned into t 1 that contains the rst requests to K + k distinct pages (or fewer if there are not enough requests) andt 1 that contains the remaining requests on which LRU k; l] makes no more than l + 1 page faults.
Consider some phase t iti , for i = 2; : : :; m, and let p i be the last page requested in the previous phase t i?1ti?1 . Then, t i contains K + k ? 1 distinct page requests that are di erent from p i and LRU k; l] faults l + 1 times on the requests int i . By Lemma 2.1, LRU k; l] makes at most K + k ? 1 page faults on requests in t i and at most K + k + l page faults in the phase t iti .
Assume that while handling the requests in t i algorithm OPT avoids making page faults on the rst requests in p i t i for s i distinct pages, and letŝ i denote the number of pages that were not requested in p i t i , but are still in OPT's fast memory when it is about to start handling the requests int i . Then, algorithm OPT must have kept these s i +ŝ i pages in fast memory since the previous phase. Since OPT has only K fast memory pages and one of these pages was used for p i , we have that s i +ŝ i K ? 1. Hence, OPT must make at least K + k ? s i ? 1 k +ŝ i page faults while handling the requests in t i . We shall prove next that OPT makes at least l ?ŝ i + 1 pages faults while handling the requests int i , establishing that it makes at least k + l + 1 page faults in the phase t iti .
Let C be the set of K + k pages that LRU k; l] has in its fast memory when about to start handling the requests int i and recall that at this point LRU k; l] has in its lookahead queue all the requests int i on which it will fault. Hence, by de nition, LRU k; l] makes exactly C OPT C K+k (t i ) page faults while handling the requests int i . Let D be the set of K + k pages that are requested in p i t i and let E be the set of K pages in OPT's fast memory when it is about to start handling the requests int i . Then, clearly jEt i n Dj ŝ i and by the de nition of algorithm LRU k; l], C 0 ti D. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, l + 1 = C OPT C K+k (t i ) C OPT D K+k (t i ) C OPT E K (t i ) +ŝ i ;
and by de nition, algorithm OPT makes C OPT E K (t i ) l ?ŝ i + 1 page faults while handling the requests int i . Similar analysis can be applied to the rst phase, proving that LRU k; l] makes at most K more page faults than OPT while handling the requests in t 1t1 . Putting this together with the fact that on each subsequent phase the ratio between the number of page faults made by LRU k; l] and OPT is at most K+k+l k+l+1 , we get the desired bound. 2 Remark. Observe that extra pages are strictly stronger than any lookahead since the number of page faults made by an optimal o -line algorithm with K pages can be arbitrarily large on request sequences that include K + 1 distinct pages, but there exist on-line algorithms with K+1 pages that make at most K+1 page faults on any such request sequence. If the number of pages N K+k+l, then there exist on-line algorithms with natural lookahead which are as good as the optimal o -line algorithm since the lookahead queue contains the whole request sequence.
Conclusion
We have introduced the natural lookahead and given tight bounds on the competitive performance of paging algorithms with natural and resource-bounded lookaheads. Unfortunately, the practical value of lookahead, whether it is Young's resource-bounded lookahead, Albers' strong lookahead or the natural lookahead, seems to be very small, since all three lookahead measures require the prediction of an arbitrarily long sequence of future request. On the other hand, in practice, it might be extremly easy to add extra fast memory pages. Our results establish the tight relation between these two methods for improving the performance of on-line paging algorithms with resource-bounded and natural lookaheads. The precise relation between extra pages and lookahead in randomized algorithms, and between extra pages and Albers' strong lookahead, remains to be explored.
